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ABSTRACT

The present paper describes some fundamental aspects of the thermo-mechanical
behaviour of nuclear fuel elements. A general analytical study of thermal shock in
these components will be considered, with reference to step variations in boundary
conditions and power generation. Then the thermoelastic state will be evaluated as a
function of the neutron jlux distribution and the prevention of plastic jlow collapse
according to von Mises criterio n will be discussed.

NOMENCLATURE

af, ae fuel and cladding thermal diffusivities
h heat transport coefficient
q power density
r radial coordinate
t time
D neutro n diffusion coefficient
Er, Ee fuel and cladding Young's moduli
Kr, Ke fuel and cladding thermal conductivities
Rr, Re inner and outer cladding radii
Rw unit cell radius
Tr, Te, Tw fuel, cladding and water temperatures
Qr, Qe fuel and cladding coefficients of thermal expansion
Vf, Ve fuel and cladding Poisson's coefficients
q, neutron diffusion coefficient
~a, ~f macroscopic absorption and fission cross-sections
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INTRODUCTION

The design of nuc1ear reactor systems is greatly concerned with structural strength
features. The core of the most common type of power nuc1ear plant consists of a set
of cylindrical fuel pins surrounded by a c1adding and cooled by a fluid (such as water
or sodium). The operating conditions impose high temperatures and gradients,
particularly in the fuel pins where there is heat generation, so that thermal stresses
become the most relevant factor to be limited in the structural design.' When transient
conditions occur (during the working of the reactor and due to starting, scrarn, acci-
dent, etc.) the thermoelastic field in nuclear components can appear more dangerous
than in the steady state." When thermal stresses are generated by a sudden change in
temperature, this is called a thermal shock problem. In fuel rods thermal shock rises
when coolant temperature decreases suddenly; such a decrease may be produced by
accidental events or by a decrease in power generatìon.l-"

There is some difference in the evolution of stresses during the transient, depending
upon the variation of the power density. If the power density remains constant, the
thermal shock is the only effect present during the transient. On the other hand, if the
power density decreases together with temperature, the thermal shock is at first
prevalent and it is only later that it interferes with the vanishing power effect.

Another aspect - generally neglected - which needs further investigation is the
influence of nuc1ear properties and neutron distribution on the structural design of
the fuel pin.! In fact the neutron flux distribution directly affects the heat generation
rate, and hence the thermoelastic state of the materials.

Therefore it is possible to connect enrichment, cross-section and other nuclear
parameters with the stress level. The criterion of plastic flow collapse adopted here
for the three-dimensional stress analysis is the von Mises principle.

THERMAL SHOCK EFFECTS

Let us consider a long cylindrìcal fuel elernent with cladding in the core of a nuclear
reactor in steady state; let us suppose that, due to a scram operation, the coolant
temperature decreases from To to To - b.T and the power density from Q to Q - b.Q.
Consequently the fuel element temperature evolves toward a new steady state distribu-
tion. Assuming the materials are homogeneous and isotropic, and neglecting the gap
presence, the differential equations of heat conduction for fuel and cladding, respec-
tively, are:

a2~f l attf Q - b.Q a~f
-+--+ =.y2--
ae ~ a~ Q aFa

a2~c l a~c a~c
--+--=-
a~2 ~ a~ aFa

(1)

(2)
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The functions t'Je,t'Jeand the parameters appearing in eqns. (1) and (2) are defined in
eqns. (3):

t'Jr= (Tr - To+ !::.T)jQ,

Fa =aeljR(,

Q =qRf/Ke,

t'Je= (Te - To+ !::.T)jQ

~= rjRe

')'2 = aejae

(3)

The boundary and the initial conditions of the problem are:
at'Je

for ~=O-=0
a~

t'Jf= t'Je for ~ = 1

at'>e at'Je
for ~ = 1-=z-

a~ a~

at'Je
for ~ = ~o-+Bit'Je=O

a~

t'Jf= t'Jr for Fa =0

o; = t'J~ for Fa =0

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

where:

Z =KJKf, . ~o=RJRe

Equation (4) is a symmetry condition; eqns. (5) and (6) state the continuity of
temperature and heat flux at the interface between the two dissimilar media; eqn. (7)
derives from a heat balance between cIadding surface and coolant. The steady state
temperatures t'Jr and t'J~,concerning the situation before the scram operation (Fo «; O),
are easily stated by the Fourier equations, the heat rate generation being constant."

If the power density completely vanishes, i.e. !::.Q= Q, the differential equations,
(1) and (2), can be solved by means of the variable separation technique:"

t'Jf(t Fa) = l/Jf(~) 'Pf(Fa)

t'Jc(t Fa) = l/Jc(~) 'Pc(Fa)

(lO)

(11)

Equations (1) and (2) then become:

.'. (d2l/Je+ ~ dl/Jf) = ')'2 d'Pf = _ ì..2
l/Jf d~2 ~ d~ 'Pf dFa

_1 (d2l/Jc+ ~ dl/Jc) = ~ d'Pc = _ ~2
l/Jc de ~ d~ 'PcdFa

(I 2)

(13)
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Owing to physical considerations, the eigenvalues À 2 and (32 cannot assume a complex,
negative or null value; they are therefore real positive numbers. Then the results offer
themselves as converging Bessel series for both temperatures rtf and rte.4

In the other limit case, i.e. !::.Q = O, the solution of eqns. (1) and (2) can be obtained
as the sum of two functìons:"

rtf(t Fo) = rt!Cn + ~f(t Fo)

rte(t Fa) = rt6cn + ~e(t Fa)

(14)

(15)

where rtf and rt6 are the solutions of eqns. (1) and (2) in the steady state, and ~f and
;§eare the solutions of the homogeneous differential equations derived from eqns. (1)
and (2). Functions rtf and rt6 represent the temperature distribution at the end of the
transient condition (t -+ 00); ;§f and ~e are the solutions of the case previously con-
sidered (!::.Q = Q).

If the stresses at a given time are considered to depend only on the tempera-
tures at the same time, i.e. if a sequence of quasi-static conditions will be considered
and any dynamic effect will be neglected," the non-dimensional expressions (stress/
[(O'fEr)/(1- vr)] Q) of circumferential stresses in fuel and cladding appear as follows:?

-t} 1
Or = - 8rcn - [rtrcn - rtr(!)] +DIe
og = 1- VrHIH2 {~8ecn - [rte(~) - rte(~o)]}+ H) [D2 1- Vr+ D3 I - Vr ~J(16)

1 - Ve ~ 1 - ve 1+ Ve~

where HI = EJEr, H2 = O'JO'f, and 8r, 8e represent the integrai functions:

8rcn =f [rtf(~) - rtf(I)] ~ dt

(17)

The constants DI> D2, D3 can be found by imposing the boundary conditions:

u~(1) = u~(1)

o}(1) = o~(1)

o~(~o) = O

(18)

(19)

(20)

Equation (18) is the radiai congruence condition at the interface; eqn. (19) is the
radiai equilibrium condition at the interface; eqn. (20) is the external boundary condì-
tion. The symmetry condition for radiai displacements:

u}(O) = O (21)
is identically satisfied by eqns. (16).
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Let us assume a ratio I::.T/Q = 0·05, simulating a scram operation and the conse-
quent decrease in power density and in coolant temperature inside the core of a fast
breeder reactor (PHENIX, France). In Fig. 1 the time behaviour of the circumferential
stress on the external cladding surface ìs represented for both the theoretical cases
previously considered.

2.0,-----------------,

6 T;;: temperature decrease

6Q= pawer density
decrease

6T
-=0.05
Q

1.5

o
"

00 Fa
OO 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

Fig. 1. Time behaviour of circurnferential stress on the external c1addingsurface, for pure therrnal
shock (AQ = O)and for a scrarn operation (c.Q = Q).

When I::.Q = Q, immediately after the scram operation a slight increase of stress
occurs due to the coolant temperature decrease. That is, at first the thermal shock
effect is prevalent; then the vanishing power effect interferes and induces the decrease
of stress up to zero (t -+ 00).

When I::.Q = O, only the thermal shock effect is present and the stresses immediately
after the initial tìme are higher; then, for t -+ 00, they tend to the initial value. It is
interesting to observe that the transient time r~, occurring when

a~(r~) - a~(oo)---:'----'---::--'---'- = 10%
a~ax - a~(oo)

(22)

in the former case is about six tirnes the transient time in the latter one. This means
that the scram transient is much slower than the shock transient is.

NUCLEAR PARAMETERS AND STRESS LEVEL

The temperature and stresses, induced by the nuclear generation in the fuel pin, are
limited by the availability and cost of high strength materials. Hence the influence of
the neutron flux distribution and the nuclear properties in the care, affecting the
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temperature and stress distribution, becomes a matter of primary importance and
plays a prominent role in the efficiency of the plant. Moreover, the nuc1ear reactions
and decays occurring during the whole life of the fuel pin are responsible for a con-
tinuous variation in the material properties. This variation, in its turn, influences
directly the neutron flux. So the design of the fuel element becomes an iterative
process involving relations among different physical and technological features, such as
reactor physics, heat transfer, stress analysis. A rigorous solution to this problem can
be achieved only by resorting to numerical ca1culations performed by computer codes,
which require long execution times and consequently impose a heavy financial burden.
On the other hand, an analytical immediate approximate solution can be provided by
introducing some assumptions which simplify the real problem, but allow a dee p
physical knowledge of the behaviour of the fuel rodo In light water reactors the most
frequent arrangement of the fuel consists of many regularly spaced rods on a square
lattice. In the treatment of uniform heterogeneous systems, the lattice is represented
by a number of identical unit cells; every cell is a long cylinder with the fuel
surrounded by the c1adding and the water. The neutron distribution in the cell can be
determined in the approximation of diffusion theory ; more rigorous transport methods
would make the treatment much more complex. Moreover the diffusion approach
is suitable if the neutron scattering mean free path is small compared to the dimen-
sion of the system and absorption is weak, as verified in thermal reactors. To deter-
mine the heat generation distribution it is sufficient to solve only a monoenergetic
diffusion equation for the unit cell, in fact only the therrnal neutron flux contributes
to the fission processo Invoking Fick's law for every region of the unit cell the neutron
flux <I>can be evaluated by the linear differential equations:

\72<I>fm - Xr<I>fm = O

\72<I>cm - X~<I>cm = O

\72<I>w(~) - X~<I>wm + pRf/Dw = O

oc ~<r
1 .ç~.ç~o

~o.ç~.ç ~w

(23)

where p is the slowing down density and

xi = Rf'Ea,;/Di i= f, c, w

The set of differential equations, (23), has to be solved for the appropriate boundary
conditions, which impose the continuity of neutron flux and current density at every
interface between different materials and no net flow of neutrons at the outer boun-
dary of the unit celi. The generaI solution to eqns. (23) can be explicitly found in
terrns of modified Bessel functions and exhibits a flux depression in the fuel, The
next step is to evaluate the fuel power density (in order later to get the temperature
distribution), remembering that in any pin the volumetric thermal source is propor-
tional to the product of the macroscopic fission cross-section and the neutron flux.
Under steady state conditions it appears that the temperatures in fuel and c1adding
must satisfy the heat conduction equations:
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\l2{}f + Tlo(Xf~) = O
\l2{}C = O

(24)

where the temperature {}is now defined as:

{}i = Ti - Tw i = f, c

while the constant T can be easily evaluated." The boundary conditions state the
continuity of temperature and heat flux at the interface and the usual heat balance
at the outer cladding surface. The solutions to eqns. (24) lead to an expression for {}f

containing a modified Bessel function of order and kind zero, while {}cis represented
by a logarithmic trend. The conventional stress analysis is based on the assumption
of a linear reversible deformational response of the material (Hooke's law). The
deviation from elastic behaviour and the creep phenomenon do not make the assump-
tion of linear elasticity unfounded. In fact the introduction of inelastic strains modera-
tely affects the stress level and the hypothesis of linear elasticity involves a more
conservative designo In the pIane strain condition the solution for stresses is easily
obtained applying the same procedure as reported in the previous section. The failure
criterion for the fuel element is generally based on a stress causing a limiting creep
deformation and a stress producing fracture, taking account of the estimated working
life of the structure. The lower of these stresses represents the limiting stress, which
must not be exceeded by an equivalent total stress. The dimensionless von Mises
equivalent stress (seq = stress/[Et!(1- Vr)]) for the rod is plotted in Fig. 2. If refers to
a typical water reactor in steady state and shows the different behaviour of the fuel

o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.15

Fig. 2. Radial distribution of the von Mises equivalent stress in the fuel-cladding system for
different values of the fissile enrichment,
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pin when varying the enrichment E of the fissile materia!. This is justified because in
power reactors geometry, shape, dimensions and materials are nowadays standardised,
while the enrichment of the fissile isotope is not yet strictly standardised and is
variable in the various regions of the core and during the life of the fuel element. The
radial distribution of the equivalent stress is obtained assuming a constant slowing
down density (p = 1013 neutrons/cm ' s); the selected values of E are indicated in
Fig. 2. Since p is constant and the macroscopic fission cross-section increases with E,

the heat generation rate increases with E; consequently temperature and stress distribu-
tion too increase with t. It can be seen that the fuel is less constrained in the inner
than in the outer regions and presents a radius of minimum stress, while the inner
cladding is exposed to greater stresses than the outer. Hence it appears that the most
criticai region (from a three-dimensional stress analysis point ofview) in the pin is the
fuel-cladding interface.
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